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Water shortage has become one of the most severe practical problems facing

humans. Thus, an efficient and economic water-harvesting technology is

urgent to develop. In this work, to prepare samples of hydrophilic and

hydrophobic bilayer structures, three kinds of hydrophobic polyethylene

terephthalate (PET) fibers with different pore diameters were dip coated to

fabricate hydrophobic surfaces, which showed different hydrophobic effects.

TiO2 was then sprayed onto the hydrophobic surface to form irregular

protrusions and to increase surface roughness and surface energy. The

distribution amount of TiO2 was controlled by adjusting the spraying

distance of TiO2. Finally, ultraviolet irradiation was performed. The light

response made the protrusions super hydrophilic and improved the capture

of mist and moisture by increasing the surface wettability and Laplace pressure.

Water-collection test was performed for samples with different spraying

distances irradiated by ultraviolet rays. The spraying distance with the best

water-collection efficiency was achieved. The hydrophilic surface (particles)

was attached to a hydrophobic membrane, which quickly and effectively

captured the mist and converted it to water, thereby easily discharging a

large amount of water. This study is expected to promote the development

of fogging drainage and alleviate the problem of water shortage.
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1 Introduction

The Global Water Scarcity Assessment measures water scarcity every year. Water

scarcity has become a serious global and local problem, posing a threat to human health,

economic growth, and living standards. Freshwater scarcity is seen as a global systemic

risk (Postel et al., 1996; Vorosmarty et al., 2000; Van Der Vegt et al., 2015; Mekonnen and

Hoekstra, 2016).

To solve the problem of water shortage, water harvesting is the core technology for

collecting fresh water in arid regions (Lee et al., 2019). Nature with its long-term evolution
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and natural selection is the best museum in the world, providing

humans with many bionic inspirations (Xue and Jiang, 2012; Liu

et al., 2017). Some organisms such as the Namib desert beetle

(Parker and Lawrence, 2001), spider silk (Zheng et al., 2010), and

cactus clusters (Ju et al., 2012) feature interesting water-

harvesting ability, thereby attracting extensive research

attention in the field of water harvesting and bionic research.

Atmospheric water is equivalent to about 10% of all

freshwater in lakes on Earth, and the use of atmospheric

water to solve the shortage of freshwater resources is

attracting increased attention (Kim et al., 2017). First of all,

scholars have used different methods to bionic the shape of

cactus spines. Xu et al. (2016) prepared tapered copper wires with

periodic roughness gradients through electrochemical etching.

(Zhong et al., 2018) prepared one-dimensional double-gradient

filaments by gradient electrochemical etching and gradient

chemical modification. Heng et al. (2014) prepared a

biomimetic cactus needle-like structure by vapor deposition.

FIGURE 1
The Preparation process of hydrophilic–hydrophobic double-layer structure sample and water-collection and drainage phenomenon. Based
on polyethylene terephthalate (PET), P was initially dipped with SiO2 and hydrophilic SP was obtained after drying. Then, OTS was dipped into SP, SP
was chemically modified, and hydrophobic OSP was obtained after drying. Finally, OSP was sprayed with TiO2, followed by UV light response to
obtain hydrophilic–hydrophobic double-layer structure TOSP. The water collecting and drainage mechanism of cacti to fog and the water
collecting and drainage phenomenon of the sample with double structure prepared to fog. Representation of important elements in the diagram.
The blue ball represents SiO2 particles after dipping and drying; The purple sphere represents the chemically modified particles of SiO2 soaked in
OTS. White spheres represent spray TiO2 particles, and sky blue droplets represent water droplets.

FIGURE 2
Sample processing.
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Cao et al. (2014) fabricated cactus cone arrays by magnetic

powder-assisted forming. To solve the static fog-harvesting

problem, Peng et al. (2015) fabricated a magnetically responsive

flexible conical array that can capture droplets by magnetic

induction under no-wind conditions. (Tang et al., 2021)

fabricated a wetting gradient tapered copper needle combining

structural and chemical gradients, a small three-dimensional array

device, and applied to fog collection. Although many experiments

have used different materials and various methods, a flat structure

with a better water-collection effect that can be mass produced

through a simple method is needed. Bai et al. (2020) reported a

cactus-inspired fog-harvesting method by simply changing 3D

cones to 2D triangles. Wu et al. (2017) developed efficient

anisotropic fog collection on mixed and oriented surfaces. Zhu

et al. (2016) fabricated a super hydrophilic surface with two super

hydrophobic circular patterns through a simple and fast route with

excellent fog-collection performance. Hu et al. (2019) designed a

hybrid membrane with asymmetric micro topology and

anisotropic wettability that can achieve efficient fog collection.

Zhang et al. (2021) fabricated a multi-level microstructure using

treatments such as photolithography, acid etching, anodization,

and fluoroalkyl silane modification, and successfully fabricated a

surface with both good robustness and high efficiency water-

harvesting properties. (Kong, 2021) formed dense and uniform

nanoscale petal-like structures on the surface of phosphor copper

meshes by a simple solution impregnation method. The surface

exhibits excellent super hydrophobicity, facilitates the transport of

various aqueous solutions without significant loss, and can be

reused without additional cleaning. Wang et al. (2016) developed a

fabric with a super hydrophobic surface incorporating light-

induced super hydrophilic bumps.

To create treatment materials with the best water collection

effect, many scholars have studied chemically modifying

substrate materials to generate super hydrophilic/super

hydrophobic surfaces. For example, Xu et al. (2017)

successfully prepared a new type of surface through emulsion

polymerization. Hydrophobically modified polymer-based silica

nanocomposites; (Khedkar et al., 2019); Modification of silica

gels by using trimethylchlorosilane (TMCS) as a silylating agent;

(Björkegren et al., 2017); Hydrophobic functionalization of silica

sols by linking organosilanes mainly containing propyl and

methyl groups; (Wang et al., 2016); treated with OTES by a

simple dip-pad-dry method to form a super hydrophobic fabric.

Hashemizad et al. (2012) treated PET fabrics with an alkaline

solution (sodium hydroxide), and topological chemical

degradation resulted in surface PET chain scission through

hydrolysis and introduction of hydrophilic groups such as OH

and COOH on the fabric surface. Alkaline hydrolysis improves

the hydrophilicity of PET fabrics, while increasing the fiber

surface roughness and inter fiber/inter yarn capillary space;

(Görgülüer et al., 2021); prepared super hydrophobic titanium

dioxide (TiO2)-polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)-silver

nanoparticles (Ag NPs) coatings on fabrics by a simple

impregnation method. The layer exhibit super hydrophobicity;

(Kutuzau et al., 2019); designed a «PET TM + TiO2» modified

TiO2 PET film for photo catalytically active filtration system;

(Cheng et al., 2017); Multilayer nanocomposite films with

excellent UV protection were successfully prepared by

depositing negatively and positively charged TiO2

nanoparticles on PET films; (Xu and Li, 2021); Super

hydrophobic TiO2/SiO2 nanoparticle-coated metal meshes,

sponges, and loofahs were prepared by a simple spray

method; (Zhou et al., 2006); TiO2–SiO2 thin films with high

photocatalytic activity were prepared onmodified PET substrates

at low temperature by an advanced sol-gel method. After the PET

substrate was modified with a silane coupling agent, the adhesion

between the TiO2-SiO2 film and the substrate was improved.

Combining the above, hydrophobic modification of SiO2,

and PET deposition of TiO2 yields a hydrophilic surface. In the

study, in Figures 1,2, Hydrophilic and hydrophobic samples were

obtained by dip coating and spray coating. On the base material

PET, SiO2 was first dip-coated, and then

(octadecyltriethoxysilane) OTS was dip-coated to form a

hydrophobic surface. The TiO2 particles on a hydrophobic

surface responded to UV light to obtain a hydrophilic surface

(Gou and Guo, 2019). After 30 min of UV irradiation, WCA took

a shorter time to change to 0° than before UV irradiation,

indicating that the wettability of TiO2 changed to hydrophilic

(Wang et al., 2016). This hydrophilic condition can be

maintained without light for at least 12 h, ensuring that good

fog can capture the next night’s storage and remain in the

morning. The results of this research can provide a technique

for addressing water shortages.

2 Materials and experiment

2.1 Materials

The base materials used were 50-, 80-, and 120-mesh PET.

Detailed information is listed in Table 1. The PET materials were

cut into small test pieces (3 cm × 3 cm). Sodium silicate solution

(CP, SAMCHAUN), hydrochloric acid 35%–37%

(SAMCHAUN), octadecyltriethoxysilane (98%), n-isomer

(85% min; Alfa) (OTS), titanium isopropoxide (IV) (>98%;

Acros), acetic acid (99.5%; SAMCHAUN), and ethanol were

purchased from commercial sources.

TABLE 1 Detailed information of polyethylene terephthalate (PET).

Wire diameter (mm) Pore size (micron)

#50 0.15 359

#80 0.1 218

#120 0.07 142
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2.2 Preparation of SiO2 sol

First, 2 Mol HCl solution was prepared by diluting

concentrated hydrochloric acid. Then, 5 g of sodium silicate

solution was added to 50 ml of distilled water and stirred

magnetically for 3–5 min at room temperature. Afterward,

2 Mol HCl solution was added dropwise to the stirred

solution to adjust its pH to nine under magnetic stirring.

2.3 Preparation of TiO2 sol

First, titanium (IV) isopropoxide (40 g) was added dropwise

with a syringe to 100 ml of distilled water containing HAc (0.5wt

%) and HCl (1wt%) with mechanical stirring at 350 rpm. Under

magnetic stirring at 85°C, water was slowly added dropwise to the

prepared mixture by using a syringe for 4 h, resulting in a milky

white sol. This sol was then cooled to 60°C and magnetically

stirred for 15 h until a transparent blue sol was obtained. The

final TiO2 sol was obtained after aging, and the obtained TiO2

solid content was 10wt%.

2.4 Preparation of super hydrophobic
meshes (dip coating)

First, the cut 50-, 80-, and 120-mesh PET (30 mm × 30 mm)

samples were placed in an Analog Ultrasonic Cleaner (WUC-A,

South Korea) to remove dust on the surface. For untreated

substrate PET (P), it was denoted as mesh50P, mesh80P, or

mesh120P according to wire diameter. Mesh50 P, mesh80 P, and

mesh120 P were then immersed in SiO2 sol for 1 min for dip

coating. The filling was then carried out at a pressure of 2 kg/cm2

to ensure even coverage of the SiO2 particles. After drying in an

oven at 40°C for 20 min, the obtained samples were hydrophilic

SPs denoted as mesh50 SP, mesh80 SP, and mesh120 SP. The SPs

were then dip-coated with 3wt% OTS with ethanol as a solvent

for 30 min and dried at 40°C for 20 min. The obtained samples

were OSPs with hydrophobicity denoted as mesh50 OSP,

mesh80 OSP, and mesh120 OSP.

2.5 Preparation of super hydrophilic
surfaces (spray coating)

A spray coater (SRC-100, E-flex) was used to spray TiO2 sol

onto the prepared hydrophobic OSP. At the same time, the heat

treatment method is used, and the electroplating water is

evaporated during the spraying process. The sprayed sample

was then irradiated with UV light for 30 min to obtain

mesh50 TOSP, mesh80 TOSP, and mesh120 TOSP. Different

samples were prepared according to spraying distances varying

from 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, and 15 cm.

2.6 Morphological research

Topographies of P, SP, OSP, and TOSP surfaces were

observed using a field-emission scanning electron microscopy

(FE-SEM) system (Desktop mini-SEM, SNE 3000 M, South

Korea).

2.7 Energy dispersive X-ray

The TOSP elemental composition was analyzed using energy

dispersive X-ray (UHR FE-SEM by Hitachi High-Technologies

Corp., SU8230, Japan).

2.8 FT-IR

Infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR Spectrometer by Bruker,

IFS66v/s, Hyperion3000, Alpha, Germany) was performed on

P, SP, OSP, and TOSP.

2.9 Experimental setup for fog harvesting

The natural fog was simulated with an ultrasonic humidifier

(SGH-U205R, South Korea). All prepared samples (bare P, SP,

OSP, and TOSP with different spraying distances) were subjected

to a 1 h water-catchment test. The mist flow was perpendicular to

the sample. The collected water mass was measured and recorded

with an electronic balance. A digital camera was used to

photograph the water-catchment process. During the test, the

temperature and humidity of the environment were also real-

time measured. Make sure the experiments are performed at

similar temperatures and humidity.

3 Results

3.1 Mimicking a cactus-stem catchment
system

A hydrophilic–hydrophobic bilayer structure was

developed by imitating the water-harvesting mechanism of

the cactus. For the TOSP with a double-layer structure, the

top layer TiO2 particles were used to collect the fog. When

nano-TiO2 is irradiated with ultraviolet (UV) light, electrons

are lifted from the valence band to the conduction band,

causing the former to generate charged “holes”. (Fujishima

et al., 2000; Chong et al., 2010). Free electrons react with

oxygen to form superoxide radical anions (O2-), while

exciting holes react with water (H2O) or hydroxide ions

(OH−) to form hydroxyl radicals (OH). Surface acidity,

defects, and OH groups strongly influence the chemical
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properties of TiO2 (Park and Choi, 2004). Surface

acidification of TiO2 has been reported to improve the

adsorption and reaction of polar molecules. The photo-

induced hydrophilicity was found to be due to structural

changes on the surface of the material, completely different

from conventional photocatalytic reactions. The key is the

reconstruction of hydroxyl groups and their increased

number on the sample surface under UV light irradiation.

In detail, the photo generated holes are trapped by surface

lattice oxygen atoms, resulting in the breaking of bonds

between oxygen and titanium atoms. Subsequently, water

molecules dissociative adsorb (form hydroxyl groups) at

FIGURE 3
Taking mesh80 as an example, the field-emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM) image of (A) untreated bare P (polyethylene
terephthalate), (B) P dip coated with SiO2 to obtain SP, (C) SP chemically modified by OTS to obtain OSP, (D)OSP sprayed with TiO2 to obtain TOSP
after the light response. (E)Histogram of catchment quality of P, SP, OSP, and TOSP. (F) Energy dispersive X-rays of TOSP. (G) Infrared spectroscopy
was performed on P, SP, OSP, and TOSP.
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these sites. Therefore, the bonding strength between oxygen

and titanium is important for photo hydrophilicity. (Li et al.,

2005; Wang, 2005; Gui, 2014; Wang et al., 2020). Due to the

surface acidity, it is thought to be in the form of stronger

surface hydroxyl groups. The stable hydroxyl groups on the

surface are beneficial to maintain hydrophilicity, which may

explain why the water contact angle of the composite

membrane increases slowly and remains low for a long

time in the dark (Guan et al., 2003). The principle of

photo responsive TiO2 is that the solid acid of the

hydrogen bonding component that increases the surface

energy of the solid/gas interface is supported on the

surface of the photocatalytic coating. When the photo

catalyst is excited by light, the hydrogen bonding

FIGURE 4
Field-emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM) image of (A) mesh50 TOSP-5, (B) mesh50 TOSP-7, (C) mesh50 TOSP-9, (D)
mesh50 TOSP-11, (E)mesh50 TOSP-13, (F)mesh50 TOSP-15, and (G)water collection histogram of mesh50 spraying distances of 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, and
15 cm.

FIGURE 5
Field-emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM) image of (A) mesh80 TOSP-5, (B) mesh80 TOSP-7, (C) mesh80 TOSP-9, (D)
mesh80 TOSP-11, (E)mesh80 TOSP-13, (F)mesh80 TOSP-15, and (G) water collection histogram of mesh80 spraying distances of 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, and
15 cm.
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component of the surface energy of the photo catalyst

coating is increased by the photo catalyst, which promotes

the physical adsorption of molecules. As a result, a high-

density physically adsorbed water layer is formed on the

surface of the photo catalyst coating, so that the surface is

easily hydrophilized. The bottom layer was dip-coated with

hydrophilic SiO2 sol and then dip-coated with OTS to

convert it into a hydrophobic sample to release the water

droplets collected in the top layer.

3.2 Water-catchment analysis

Figures 3A–D shows the FE-SEM images of bare P, SP,

OSP, and TOSP. After drying and filling with SiO2 sol, the

surface of polyester fiber was covered with a SiO2 sol layer,

which can increase the surface roughness. The average

diameter of SiO2 particles on the surface measured by

ImageJ was 1.478 µm. Accordingly, the surface of

polyester fiber became hydrophobic after OTS treatment

with low surface energy. This hydrophobic polyester

surface ensured the efficient release of water droplets.

After the hydrophobic polyester was manufactured, the

hydrophilic TiO2 sol was introduced into the hydrophobic

surface by spraying. TOSP with hydrophilic and

hydrophobic bilayer structures were fabricated. The

average diameter of TiO2 particles on the surface

measured by ImageJ was 6.271 µm. To study the efficiency

of water collection, all samples were exposed to UV light

(1.84 mW/cm2) at 365 nm for 30 min (The same result can be

obtained with 1 h of sunlight with a UV intensity of about

1 mW/cm2) before water collection. The water collection was

tested with a humidifier for naked P, SP, OSP, and all TOSP

multiple times. After 1 h, the weight of each sample was

recorded, and the water-collection results were compared.

Figure 3E. Results showed that the TOSP sample had higher

water-harvesting efficiency than bare P, SP, and OSP. In

other words, the hydrophilic and hydrophobic bilayer

structures TOSP had the more water-collection capacity

and better water-collection effect than the hydrophilic SP

and hydrophobic P and OSP. The presence of Si and Ti

elements on TOSP can be observed in Figure 3F. In

Figure 3G, 3,000–3,800 cm−1 belongs to the stretching

mode of the O-H band, which is related to free water

(capillary pore water and surface absorbed water) (Yu

et al., 2001), in this range, the hydrophilic-hydrophobic

TOSP is on top, followed by the hydrophilic SP, and the

bottom is the overlapping OSP and P. The peak at about

1,600 cm−1 is due to the bending vibration of the H-O-H

bond, which is assigned to chemisorbed water. In the sample,

the 1,000–1,250 cm−1 band is clearly visible, which is

attributed to the asymmetric stretching vibration of the

Si-O-Si band. The absorption peaks at 775 and 470 cm−1

are attributed to the symmetrical stretching vibrations of the

Si-O-Si band. The Si-O-Ti bond stretching band and the Si-

OH band appear at about 935 cm−1. (Pickup et al., 1999;

Jung, 2000). The chemical modification of PET with SiO2,

OTS, and TiO2 was well demonstrated.

FIGURE 6
Field-emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM) image of (A) mesh120 TOSP-5, (B) mesh120 TOSP-7, (C) mesh120 TOSP-9, (D)
mesh120 TOSP-11, (E)mesh120 TOSP-13, (F)mesh120 TOSP-15, and (G)water collection histogram of mesh120 spraying distances of 5, 7, 9, 11, 13,
and 15 cm.
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3.2.1 Effect of TiO2 spraying distance
In mesh50, the distance between the spray-coating nozzle and

the sample was 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, or 15 cm. Treated samples were

subjected to UV irradiation for 30 min. At 25°C and about 60%

humidity, all samples were subjected to a humidifier test for 1 h three

times to determine the average value and the amount of moisture

collected. Figures 4A–F FE-SEM image of mesh50 shows that a

greater spraying distance meant a lower adhesion density of

hydrophilic TiO2 particles. The water-collection results revealed

that the maximum water collection was that of TOSP-7, with a

spraying distance of 7 cm. TOSP-7 had the most suitable particle-

adhesion density of TiO2, which can quickly capture fog and

discharge water immediately. When the spraying distance was

less than 7 cm, the particle-adhesion density of TiO2 was high, so

the fog capture efficiency was high. However, considering that the

hydrophilic TiO2 particles covered the hydrophobic layer OSP to a

certain extent, water was difficult to discharge immediately, so the

water-collection amount was small. When the spraying distance was

greater than 7 cm, the particle-adhesion density of TiO2 was low and

the fog capture efficiency was low, so the water collection was small.

Figure 4G TOSP-7: 16.23 g.

Under the same conditions, in mesh80, Figures 5A–F FE-

SEM image of mesh80 showed that a greater spraying distance

corresponded with a lower adhesion density of hydrophilic

TiO2 particles. The water-collection results showed that the

maximum water collection was that of TOSP-11, with a

spraying distance of 11 cm. TOSP-11 had the most suitable

particle-adhesion density of TiO2, which can quickly capture

fog and immediately discharge water. When the spraying

distance was less than 11 cm, the particle-adhesion density

of TiO2 was high, so the fog capture efficiency was high.

However, because the hydrophilic TiO2 particles overlapped

with one another and covered the hydrophobic layer OSP,

discharging the water was difficult, so the water collection was

small. For TOSP with a spraying distance greater than 11 cm,

the particle-adhesion density of TiO2 and the fog-capture

efficiency were low, so the water collection was small.

Figure 5G TOSP-11: 13.44 g.

FIGURE 7
Field-emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM) image of (A) mesh50 TOSP-7, (B) mesh80 TOSP-7, and (C) mesh120 TOSP-7. (D)
Water-collection diagram of the three samples.
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Under the same conditions, in mesh120 with the same wire

diameter, Figures 6A–F given that the wire diameter and pore

diameter of mesh120 were very small, the hydrophilic TiO2

particles overlapped with one another and covered the

hydrophobic layer OSP. The absorbed water droplets cannot

quickly touch the hydrophobic layer, and the water-discharge

time became longer, so the water-collection amount was small.

Moreover, the size of the treated hole was smaller than that of

water droplets, and the water droplets were stuck in the hole

diameter for a long time. Only when the water droplets gathered

to a certain extent did they fall owing to gravity, so the water

collection was small. For mesh 120, the spraying distance had

little effect on the water collection. Figure 6G TOSP-7: 14.46 g.

3.2.2 Effect of different meshes
In Figure 7 with the same spraying distance of 7 cm, mesh

50 can quickly capture fog and discharge water, thereby balancing

fog capture and water discharge well. Consequently, the water

collection was the highest. For mesh80, because the hydrophilic

TiO2 particles after spraying photoreaction overlapped with one

another and the hydrophobic layer OSP was covered to a certain

extent, the water-discharge efficiency was low and the water

FIGURE 8
Self-made device for testing the water-collection capacity of the sample and the results of the three tests. (A) The water-collection test was
conducted in a relatively sealed and transparent acrylic box, subject to as little influence of external humidity and temperature as possible. The
humidifier sprays simulated atmospheric fog and sprayed the sample on the beaker. The mist made contact with the hydrophilic area of the sample
and was absorbed, and the water droplets gradually enlarged, touching the hydrophobic area of the sample. The water droplets were
discharged into the beaker. The electronic balance display shows the amount of water collected, and the camera can record the real-time change in
the balance display. (B) Histogram of three times water collection after sample expansion (the original sample was 3 cm × 3 cm, but owing to the
limitation of the size of the loading platform of the spraying equipment and ultrasonic scrubber, the sample was enlarged to 12 cm × 12 cm). The
distances between the nozzle of the humidifier and the sample of 3 cm, (C) 6 cm, and (D) 9 cm.
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collection was small; For mesh120, because the hydrophilic TiO2

particles after spraying photoreaction overlapped with one

another, the hydrophobic layer OSP was covered, and the hole

was also reduced to a certain extent. Thus, the water-discharge

efficiency was low and the water collection was small.

3.3 Sample expansion experiments

To ensure that the final material processed by the

experiment could be used in real life, the sample was

expanded for the experiment. Mesh50 TOSP-7 with the

highest water-collection rate in the above experiments was

selected. Considering the size of the existing ultrasonic

scrubber and the stage of the spraying equipment, the

original mesh50 substrate PET (P) 3 cm × 3 cm sample

was enlarged only to 12 cm × 12 cm. Then, the same

treatment conditions as TOSP-7 were used. As shown in

Figure 8A, the resulting final sample was subjected to a

humidifier test to detect the water-collection rate of the

expanded sample. In Figures 8B–D, after experiments were

carried out on the distances between the nozzle of the

humidifier and the sample of 3, 6, and 9 cm, the

maximum average water collection amount was 22.34 g

when the distance was 6 cm.

4 Discussion

TOSP with hydrophilic and hydrophobic bilayer

structures were obtained by simple dip coating and spray

coating methods. UV exposure can also be changed to longer

sunlight exposure, and since sunlight is a sustainable energy

source, super hydrophilic triggering of TiO2 can be achieved

without additional effort. Then, the effects of different wire

diameters and different spraying distances on the quality of

collected moisture were studied. When the PET is

mesh50 and the spraying distance is 7 cm, the water

collection effect is the best. In order to apply this

technology to real life, the original mesh50 TOS-7 sample

was expanded and subjected to the same processing and

testing. Overall, this study provides a method to further

improve the hydrophilicity and hydrophobicity of

samples, which can be used in foggy and water-deficient

regions.
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